Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
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1. CEO's Statement
Welcome to LOGISFASHION.
This is your home and it belongs to you
as it does to all of us. Read these pages
carefully because they reflect the spirit of
our company. The spirit of illusion and
excellence in the work we do every day,
acting correctly and respecting the rules,
and we count on you to continue doing
so.
Since we started our activity in 1997 until
today, we have always been committed
to doing things well, complying with
current legislation. And in this same way
and with this spirit we want to continue
growing.
I want that both those who integrate
LOGISFASHION, as all those who relate
to us, make yours the values and
principles of this Code. My wish is that it
will guide you in your work and that you
will be ambassadors of the values of this
company.
Juan Manzanedo
CEO

2. To whom is this message addressed?
This Code applies to:
•

All the activities or corporate actions we carry out..

•

Directors and management roles of LOGISFASHION.

•

Everyone who work or collaborate with LOGISFASHION.

3. ¿Who are we?
Mission
Compete, doing things right and acting ethically,
with logistics multinationals from specialization in
the fashion industry and ecommerce logistics,
thanks to our global presence, our services and
management systems and innovative technology.

Vision
Our aim is to be exemplary leaders.
We want to be the strategic partner of our clients
at an international level, offering them integral
and tailor-made logistics solutions that add value
and improve their productivity in any market
where they operate.

Values
The basis of LOGISFASHION
professionalism and a highly
committed human team.

are integrity,
qualified and

We care about people and emphasize values such
as companionship and honesty with all
stakeholders, internal and external.
We promote the search
continuous improvement.

for

solutions

and

We encourage cultural exchange and support
communities in the places where we are.

4. How do we work?
Anti-corruption commitment
We want to be exemplary in the way we do our work.
For this reason, LOGISFASHION must be a model
company in the prevention and effective and constant
fight against any corrupt act, so it adopts a criteria of
minimum tolerance against bribery and corruption.
LOGISFASHION expressly and without exception rejects
any type of situation, individual or collective agreement
or concession based on corrupt or disloyal actions with
persons, authorities or public officials, national and
international, as well as with public and private entities.
Any person exposed to this type of situation must be
aware of the applicable internal and external regulations
and notify the company as soon as possible of any fact
or indication of corruption and bribery.
LOGISFASHION
collaborates
actively
with
the
administrative
and
judicial
authorities
for
the
investigation and purging of responsibilities of any act
that can be qualified as corrupt.
LOGISFASHION guarantees total transparency regarding
the information that must be communicated to public
bodies at all times, and especially when applying for
and obtaining subsidies, deductions or public aid that
may facilitate the development of our business.
In conclusion, you must always act with integrity,
honesty and transparency.

Gifts & Invitations
Within the concept of gifts and invitations, in
LOGISFASHION we understand it as any benefit or
advantage of our own or of a third party.
We interact with the authorities and public officials
in a transparent and integrated way, so we will not
give them gifts, favors or services in advantageous
conditions that go beyond the usual uses, social
and courtesy.
With respect to our business partners, we do not
give or accept gifts, favors or services on
advantageous terms in order to unduly favor our or
your business relationships. And, in any case, we
will manage the reception and delivery of gifts in
accordance with the internal regulations drawn up
for this purpose.

Conflicts of interest
LOGISFASHION's managers and employees will avoid any scenario that entails a direct or
indirect conflict between their personal and/or work interests and the company's own
interests.
To this end, LOGISFASHION demands knowledge of and compliance with internal and
external regulations regulating conflicts of interest, demanding the communication of
conflicts of such situation and the abstention from intervening in the decision-making of
those people who directly or indirectly have a personal interest in the matter.
Therefore, you must always act in a loyal and orderly manner to the interests of
LOGISFASHION, preventing your interests or personal relationships from interfering with
the detriment of the company. If there is, or could be, a potential or actual conflict of
interest, you must always inform your hierarchical superior.

Tax and financial transparency
We only understand the right option: to continuously comply
with our tax and fiscal obligations.
LOGISFASHION undertakes to always provide accurate and
precise information, in compliance with the financial and tax
obligations required under current legislation, national and
international, applicable at all times. Also to all those related
to us in the context of our business.
The mercantile accounting, books or fiscal registries will
reflect in an integral, precise, certain form and in conformity
with the applicable legislation, the whole economic
operations, reflecting the faithful image of all the transactions
carried out.
The accounting records are at the disposal of the regulatory
and supervisory entities, public and private, agreeing the
reviews and periodic audits that legally correspond.
LOGISFASHION will collaborate at all times with the state,
regional and local authorities that require it, in a full system
of fiscal transparency.
The management of public aid and subsidies shall be
transparent, at all times allocating the amounts granted
exactly to the purpose for which they were granted.

Information
protection

security

and

data

Fr the purpose of your work, you have
access to information, know-how and data
of reserved and specially protected
character that LOGISFASHION or our
clients facilitate you. Therefore, you have
the duty to protect this information.
The personal data that you use in your
work do not belong to you, so you will treat
them with diligence and integrity, always
owing:
•

Act in accordance with applicable
national and international law.

•

Act in accordance with all contractual
obligations assumed in matters of
privacy.

•

Use the information only for legitimate
and previously agreed commercial
purposes.

•

Avoid disclosure of confidential and/or
unauthorized personal information.

•

Immediately report
breach or leakage.

any

information

Environmental protection and commitment
We care about the environment. We carry out appropriate environmental management
to ensure sustainable development and the protection of natural resources and the
environment.
We employ sufficient and necessary safety measures to avoid causing any damage or
harm to the environment. At LOGISFASHION we are committed to complying with
current environmental regulations.

5. We take care of our own
Work environment and labour rights
LOGISFASHION
respects
the
internationally
recognised rights to organise, associate and
collective bargaining, as well as the activities
carried
out
by
workers'
representative
organisations, in accordance with their legally
attributed functions and competences, with whom a
relationship based on mutual respect, transparency
and open dialogue will be maintained.
LOGISFASHION provides workers with all safety
measures and equipment in compliance with
current
regulations
on
the
prevention
of
occupational risks and implements sufficient
requirements to force their use.
Likewise, if you notice any type of non-compliance
related to work or the prevention of occupational
risks, you must notify your superior or the person
designated by the internal regulations specifically
for this matter.

Commitment
We all are LOGISFASHION and our effort, integrity
and commitment make us evolve and meet the
objectives.
We respect the rights of people, complying without
reservation with the local labor regulations where
we operate, as well as the rights of all people who
relate to us.
In LOGISFASHION we are committed to providing
our people with the means, resources and
knowledge necessary to ensure health and safety at
work.

Diversity, equal opportunities and professional development
LOGISFASHION works to integrate the diversity and complexity of its human resources,
while ensuring the collective application of the same internal regulations.

LOGISFASHION is committed to providing absolute equality of opportunity and to providing
the means to help current and future employees in their professional and personal
development. We categorically reject any discriminatory conduct on the grounds of race,
sex, religion, opinion or any other personal or social condition or circumstance.
LOGISFASHION provides the necessary means to contribute to the learning, training and
updating of the knowledge and skills of the people who make up the company, in order to
facilitate their employability and professional progress.

Likewise, LOGISFASHION employees undertake to participate in the training programmes to
the extent required and will endeavour to obtain the maximum benefit.

Confidenciality
LOGISFASHION establishes the obligation to maintain the due confidentiality of those data or
non-public information of the company, or of third parties, that you know due to the
development of your professional activity, minimizing the risks derived from its disclosure
and misuse, both internally and externally.

6. If you see something, say it.
We want to be the first to hear, both good news and
bad news.

We are fully committed to the values and principles
contained in this Code, so if you notice any conduct
that may be contrary to the provisions herein or
any other rule, you must tell us.
To this end, we have set up an ethical channel and
a compliance function to collect, even anonymously,
all
information,
doubts,
suggestions
or
communications on the application of this Code of
Ethics and Professional Conduct and other
complementary regulations.
The communications received will be evaluated and
treated in an absolutely confidential manner, and no
negative or unfavourable reaction will be tolerated
against those who have made use of the channel to
communicate possible irregularities.
LOGISFASHION will not retaliate in any way against
those who make communications, acting in good
faith, in the ethical channel.

Likewise, if conduct contrary to the provisions of
the Code is confirmed, LOGISFASHION may impose
the sanctions or disciplinary measures it deems
appropriate, which are set out in the various
agreements or statutes applicable depending on the
country in which they occur, which may even imply
the end of the employment relationship or
collaboration contract between LOGISFASHION and
the offending subject, whether employee, customer
or supplier.
Therefore: if you see something, say something.
For questions, suggestions, queries, incidents or
communications, you can write to:

canaletico@logisfashion.com

7. Validity, updating and revision
This Code of Ethics and Professional
Conduct comes into force on the day of its
publication by LOGISFASHION and will
remain in force until its repeal is approved.
The Code will be reviewed periodically and,
where appropriate, policies, processes and
controls necessary to comply with its
contents will be reviewed, updated or
implemented.
LOGISFASHION's Board of Directors will
update the contents of the Code as often
as necessary to ensure that it conforms to
the most important ethical and compliance
issues for the company.

(Tel) +34 949 32 96 00

contactenos@logisfashion.com

